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A warm welcome to
your next adventure
At British Airways, we understand that studying
abroad can sometimes be overwhelming. That’s
why we have included benefits such as one extra
piece of luggage to your baggage allowance,
a ticket that is valid for a year, flexible date
changes and a full refund in the event of
non-approval of your student visa.
Enjoy the benefits of flying with us from Singapore
to the UK and beyond, when you book your
student airfare with a British Airways appointed
travel agency.
Chan Brothers Travel Pte Ltd
Misa Travel Pte Ltd
PriceBreaker
STA Travel

tel: 6212 9988
tel: 6538 0318
tel: 6317 2888
tel: 6737 7188

Gone are the days when being a nerd (mostly)
gets you funny looks. The geek appeal has
permeated popular culture, with many
out wardly professing their love for Pokemon
or Game of Thrones, something that used to
be kept secret. What has become fashionable
is the millennial nerd—those who take their
fandoms seriously. Some are well-respected
in their circles, others have made a career
out of their interests. Here are some of the
most popular millennial nerds.
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by Jessica Tan

LUCRATIVE FANDOMS

INTERNATIONAL COSPLAYERS

PRO GAMERS

From the fandom of animes and video games emerges
a new genre of celebrities: cosplayers. They dress up in
elaborate costumes, bringing to life 2D characters at
fan conventions around the world. While we sometimes
cringe at those who fail to accurately represent the
characters they attempt to embody, those who do
well are often rewarded with opportunities to turn
their hobby into a career.
Jessica Nigiri is one of the most popular
cosplayers worldwide with a fanbase of
4.7 million on Facebook and 2.8 million on
Instagram. A model, voice actress, YouTuber
and fan convention regular, she first got into the
scene when a friend brought her to Comic Con as
a “Sexy Pikachu”. This spurred her passion for the
art, and it ultimately became a part of her lifestyle.

Video games are often seen as something that only geeks with no social life
engage in. However, the recent shift in
lifestyle has pushed the video game
industry to the forefront of popular
media. In China, the massive gaming
community has spurred numerous
dramas and animations featuring
video games, like Love O2O and
The King’s Avatar; both have since
become global hits.
South Korea, too, is known for their
dominance in the eSports scene, with
top players amassing six-figure prize
sums by winning gaming tournaments in
StarCraft and League of Legends.
Among them, Lim-Yo-Hwan (BoxeR) and
Hong Jin-ho (YellOw) have also achieved
minor celebrity status with their
participation in Korean mainstream
variety shows like The Genius and Crime
Scene.

Hailing from Asia is Alodia Gosiengfiao of the
Philippines – with 6.1 million fans on Facebook
– who’s made a career out of cosplaying,
modelling, and gaming (she livestreams her
gameplays on Facebook daily).

BOOK NERDS
Many people are judged when they claim to be avid
readers, especially when the series they’re reading isn’t
popular in mainstream culture. Years ago, the comic
The Walking Dead used to be “just another juvenile
zombie story riding on the tail of popular culture”, while
the novel A Song of Ice and Fire was an “unrealistic
sci-fi fantasy that seeks to emulate the greatness of J. R. R. Tolkien”. However,
when The Walking Dead and A Game of Thrones hit TV screens to critical acclaim,
everyone seemed to have no qualms recognising themselves as geeks.

Among the most highly paid video
gamers is Tyler “Ninja” Blevins, one of
Twitch’s superstar streamers who’s
made more than $500,000 a month on
the popular streaming service. The
majority of his revenue comes from
Amazon and Twitch Prime subscribers,
and his huge social media following.

One of the most famous book nerds is probably Megan Fox – the bombshell from
Transformers and Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles series. She transformed her interest in
comics (she wanted to be a comic artist) into a career by starring in major
comic-turned-movie projects, making her worth about $5 million.

TOY COLLECTORS
Shows like My Strange Addiction paints hoarders in a bad light; weirder still are
hoarders of life-sized figurines of scantily-clad animation characters. While these
collectors are widely considered reclusive hermits with no social skills, some collectors
have turned a huge profit off their hobby.
YouTuber DC Toy Collector made an estimated $5 million off her videos in 2014, simply
by quietly narrating her joy upon unwrapping each new toy in her collection. Revealing
only her hands and voice, DC Toy Collector has never identified herself on camera.
Speculations are rife, with The Daily Mail claiming that she is an Orlando-based
Brazilian woman named Daiane DeJesus, formerly a porn star called Sandy Summers.
Though her identity remains elusive, she earns big bucks simply by unboxing toys.
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Women in NS
A Girl’s Perspective
By Lydia Tan

Who says girls are weaker than guys?
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National Service: The one thing that every young
Singaporean man has to go through for two years
of their life. But what about the ladies? Over the
years, there have been polarising opinions on the
topic of women having to serve NS and it’s still an
ongoing topic of debate today. Some may say it’s
the way forward for gender equality, while others
say serving NS for two years will disadvantage
those who want to start a family.
As a female whose male peers are at the age
where they would be enlisting soon, I personally
wouldn’t sign on for NS, but I salute the women
who are voluntarily serving NS. According to a
2013 Institute of Policy Studies (IPS) survey, one in
10 women said they would volunteer to serve NS
full-time, if given the option. In fact, I have a
family friend my age who enlisted after finishing
her ‘A’ levels.
So what are some considerations for girls
serving NS?

One reason people think girls shouldn’t be made to serve NS is that
girls are physically “weaker” than guys. Though there’s no denying
that girls are built differently from guys biologically, that shouldn’t put
us girls at a disadvantage. However, some women are getting fitter
these days – they join Crossfit classes or participate in Ironman
competitions – so the training may not be an issue for them. In any
case, I think the training for female soldiers can be modified and
adapted accordingly to accommodate more women in this
male-dominated field.
A lot of people also forget that serving NS doesn’t always mean
going through tough military training in the rough outdoors – there
are other non-military positions that can be taken up too. Much like
how some guys are assigned to desk duties, these options are also
possible for women if they want to serve NS.

“Ah Girl to Woman”
I once interviewed the father of a family friend about the early years
of NS, who said that through enlisting, he matured a lot and picked
up skills that proved useful even now as an adult. Most importantly,
he learned the importance of protecting the country, and that we
shouldn’t take our country’s safety and security for granted.
There’s a lot that can be gathered and learned from enlisting in NS,
which can be just as beneficial for women – it can help one grow and
improve as a person. These skills and lessons learned can put women
way ahead of their peers and may even prove advantageous for them
when they enter the workforce.

It’s YOUR choice!
In my view, serving NS is a very respectable duty – I mean,
you’re putting down everything for two years to serve and
protect the nation; that’s a pretty big deal!
Serving in NS requires not just physical strength, but also a
lot of mental strength when it gets tough. It’s not something
everyone can do, which is why I really admired my friend
when I heard she was enlisting. Serving NS as a woman may
not be the most conventional route to adulthood, but it’s

definitely one that will be rewarding and useful in the future.
At the end of the day, whether women should be made to
serve NS for the full two years really requires more consideration and tweaks to the system so it can work best for the
economy and society. Some countries, like Israel, already
have mandatory female conscription. Who knows, in a
couple years, we might start to see more female soldiers and
staff serving in the SAF!
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Real.
Life.
Adventure.

Outdoor Channel is all about original, first run
and exclusive content tightly curated around
the themes of REAL LIFE ADVENTURE.
Outdoor Channel is available globally in more
than 45 million households, including 10 million
homes in Asia.
EXCLUSIVELY ON
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